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Abstract: A chiral optical negative-index metamaterial design of doubly
periodic construction for the near-infrared spectrum is presented. The
chirality is realized by incorporating sub-wavelength planar silver-alumina-
silver resonators and arranging them in a left-handed helical (i.e., stair-step)
configuration as a wave propagates through the metamaterial. An effective
material parameter retrieval procedure is developed for general bi-isotropic
metamaterials. A numerical design example is presented and the retrieved
effective material parameters exhibiting a negative index of refraction are
provided.
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1. Introduction
A chiral structure refers to a geometrical configuration that cannot be brought into congruence
with its own mirror image. Isotropic chiral media are a subset of the general bi-isotropic (BI)
media, for which the constitutive relations among electromagnetic vector quantities E, H, D,
and B are described by [1]
D = εE+(χ + iκ)
√
μ0ε0H, (1)
B = (χ − iκ)√μ0ε0E+ μH, (2)
where χ and κ are the Tellegen and the chirality parameters, respectively. Unlike in isotropic
media, the polarization ellipse of a plane wave rotates as it propagates with a modified phase
velocity in BI media with non-zero values for χ and κ . The Tellegen parameter χ affects the
phase propagation of the plane wave, but not the polarization rotation. The reverse is true for
the chirality parameter κ [1].
Since novel applications including a perfect lens [2] were predicted and the phenomenon of
negative refraction was experimentally demonstrated [3], negative-index metamaterials (NIMs)
have garnered considerable interest in the science and engineering communities. A typical NIM
design in the optical regime consists of a metal-dielectric-metal sandwich structure with per-
forations [4, 5, 6]. Negative effective permittivity values are provided by the continuous metal
mesh structure. The two metal strips separated by a dielectric layer provide negative permeabil-
ity values by utilizing magnetic resonances. The vast majority of optical metamaterial designs
reported to date are not chiral structures.
Recently, a metamaterial design philosophy for realizing negative refractive indices using
sub-wavelength chiral inclusions [7] has been proposed. A theoretical chiral NIM design at op-
tical wavelengths was presented in [8]. The index of refraction n± for the right-hand circularly
polarized (RCP,+) and the left-hand circularly polarized (LCP,−) components in a homoge-
neous, isotropic chiral medium may be expressed as n± = n± κ , where n =
√
με/μ0ε0 [1].
These proposed design approaches aim at realizing a strong artificial chirality such that one
of the two circularly polarized components has a negative index of refraction. This NIM de-
sign approach using strong chirality does not require the strong resonance conditions which
are typically utilized in non-chiral NIM designs. Since a strong resonance entails undesirable
absorption of energy as a wave propagates through the NIM, the design approach utilizing chi-
rality promises to be an effective methodology that can potentially lead to NIM realizations with
significantly reduced absorption loss compared with conventional non-chiral NIM designs.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) A BI slab under illumination by a circularly-polarized plane wave.
In 2001, strong optical activity and circular dichroism were predicted and analyzed in terms
of effective medium theory for quasi-planar chiral metallic structures with inductive cou-
pling [9]. The “signature” of negative refraction, i.e. the phase and group velocities extracted
from the transmitted field having opposite signs, was experimentally observed for one circu-
lar polarization from a bilayered chiral structure in the microwave band [10]. Experimental
verification of chiral negative refraction was extended to a three-dimensional multilayer chiral
metamaterial design [11]. A similar bilayered chiral structure in the optical regime was reported
to exhibit strong optical activity in [12]. For a double-layer planar chiral metamaterial design
that supports strong magnetic-dipole moments, enhanced circular dichroism was experimen-
tally observed at near-infrared wavelengths [13].
This paper presents a chiral NIM slab design in the near-infrared (near-IR) spectrum. First,
the effective material parameter retrieval procedure for a general BI metamaterial is presented,
which is based on an extension of the inversion approach for non-chiral metamaterials reported
in [14, 15]. Following this, an optical NIM design incorporating magnetic resonators of chiral
construction is introduced and the full-wave analysis results for this structure are presented.
2. BI material parameter inversion
For a given BI metamaterial slab, we can define the equivalent index of refraction n ± and the
impedance z± for the RCP and the LCP components. Their values correspond to those of a
homogeneous BI slab that produces the identical transmission and reflection coefficients as the
original slab.
Consider a homogeneous BI slab of thickness d which is illuminated by a normally incident
plane wave. This is depicted in Fig. 1, where an RCP/LCP (+/−) incident field impinges on the
BI slab from the homogeneous isotropic medium 0 above it having material parameters (n 0,z0).
The BI slab is placed on the homogeneous isotropic half-space (medium 2) with material para-
meters (n2,z2). Based on the values of the reflection and transmission coefficients r0± and t2±
assessed at the top and the bottom interfaces for the two circular polarizations, it is desired that
the effective material parameters (n±,z±) of the BI slab be recovered. The transmission and
reflection coefficients inside the BI medium referenced at the z = 0 plane are denoted by t 1±
and r1±, respectively.
Enforcing the continuity of tangential electric fields at the top interface for the two circular
polarizations, one obtains
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Note that the reflected wave propagates in the −ẑ direction inside the BI medium and sees
an impedance associated with the other handedness different from that of the incident wave.
This is represented by the impedance z∓ in the denominator of the reflection term in (4). Next,
enforcing the continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at the bottom interface yields










From (3)–(6), the quantities t1± and r1± can be eliminated. After some algebraic manipulations,
one finds
e∓ik±d =
(1− r0+)/z0 ± (1+ r0+)/z∓
t2+(1/z2 ±1/z∓) , (7)
e∓ik∓d =
(1− r0−)/z0 ± (1+ r0−)/z±
t2−(1/z2 ±1/z±) , (8)
where k± denotes the wavenumber for the RCP/LCP component within the homogenized BI
medium. From (7)–(8), one finally obtains a quadratic equation for 1/z ± and a transcendental
equation for k±, which are given by






















(1− r0±)/z0 +(1+ r0±)/z∓
t2±(1/z2 +1/z∓)
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Eqs. (9)–(10) can be solved for z± and n±, which can then be converted into the equivalent
parameters z, n, χ , and κ using the relations
z =
√
z+z−, n = (n+ +n−)
z
z+ + z−







During the solution process of (10), proper care should be exercised to select the correct branch
for the real part of the arccosine function, similar to approaches that have been employed for
non-chiral inversion procedures.
The material parameter inversion equations (9)–(10) are generalizations of the non-chiral
retrieval procedures in [14, 15]. If isotropic material parameters are chosen in (1)–(2) such
that χ = κ = 0, it follows that r0+ = r0−, t2+ = t2−, and also z+ = z−, n+ = n−. Under these
conditions, Eqs. (9)–(10) revert back to the familiar inversion equations for isotropic metama-
terials [14, 15].
3. Chiral metamaterial design
Figure 2 illustrates the construction of a doubly-periodic chiral NIM in the near-IR regime.
One quadrant of the unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). It is a union of four magnetic resonators,
each of which is composed of an alumina (Al2O3) layer of thickness ts sandwiched between
two silver (Ag) layers of thicknesses tt and tb. The thickness of the alumina spacer is fixed at
ts but its vertical location is shifted in the +ẑ direction at every 90◦ rotation in the counter-
clockwise sense. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where only the alumina spacer layer
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Construction of the unit cell of a doubly-periodic optical chiral meta-
material: (a) A quadrant, (b) The spacer layer geometry of a quadrant, (c) The unit cell.
of a quadrant is shown. The values of tt and tb are adjusted such that the total resonator thickness
tt + ts + tb remains constant and the structure is unchanged when viewed from either of the ±ẑ
directions. We note that the latter is characteristic of bulk-type chiral materials and this property
is not shared by recently-discussed planar chiral metamaterials [16, 17]. A protective alumina
layer of 10 nm thickness is applied on both sides.
The first quadrant is rotated by 90◦ and interconnected in sequence until the unit cell for the
metamaterial shown in Fig. 2(c) is formed. This built-in rotational symmetry guarantees that
the reflected and transmitted waves retain circular polarization states, which is characteristic
of wave propagation in BI media. If the circular polarization states are not preserved upon
reflection and transmission from the metamaterial, it cannot be equivalently represented by a
homogeneous BI slab. Finally, the metamaterial is placed on a thick glass substrate, which is
treated as a half space in the simulation.
The metamaterial is illuminated by circularly-polarized plane waves propagating in the +ẑ
direction. This electromagnetic scattering problem is rigorously solved using the finite element-
boundary integral technique [18] with periodic boundary conditions. Alumina and glass are
treated as lossless dielectric materials with constant relative permittivity values of 2.6244 and
2.25, respectively. The measured permittivity values reported in [19] are used to represent the
silver. Material loss is detrimental to the overall performance of the NIM, especially at the
locations where high field values are expected around the resonance wavelength. At visible
and near-IR wavelengths, the metal losses in silver are much higher than the dielectric losses
in alumina. Therefore, the lossless assumption for alumina at the design wavelength range is
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justified. Moreover, alumina is also practically lossless at near-IR wavelengths [20].
It is noted that this chiral NIM design utilizes the characteristic features of bulk chiral mate-
rials and conventional non-chiral optical NIMs. Namely, both the helical feature of the structure
and the planar resonators are incorporated into the design. The negative index response there-
fore will rely on a combination of the two features.
4. Numerical results
Prior to applying the BI material parameter inversion procedure developed in Section 2 to the
chiral metamaterial design, we first establish that the two circular polarizations are indeed the
eigenstates of the BI slab. In other words, we verify that the RCP and the LCP states are pre-
served upon transmission. For an x̂- and a ŷ-directed linearly-polarized incident field, each of
strength 1, let the transmitted fields be denoted by E tx and Ety, respectively, such that
Etx = x̂txx + ŷtyx, (12)
Ety = x̂txy + ŷtyy. (13)
By introducing the unit vectors ûR = (x̂+ iŷ)/
√
2 and ûL = (x̂− iŷ)/
√
2 for the RCP and the LCP
waves propagating in the +ẑ direction, the transmitted fields associated with the two incident
wave polarizations having electric fields of unit strength can be written as
























In (14)–(15), the relationships tyy = txx and txy = −tyx have been used, which follow from the
four-fold rotational symmetry of the metamaterial structure for normal incidence. From (14)–
(15), it can be easily seen that û∗L ·EtR = 0 and û∗R ·EtL = 0, whereas û∗R ·EtR = 0 and û∗L ·EtL =
0, which signifies that the transmitted waves EtR and EtL have purely RCP and LCP states.
These two orthogonal relations have also been confirmed by numerical simulations (results
not shown). Therefore, the effective medium description of the metamaterial is justified for
normally incident plane wave illumination.
The effective material parameters for an example design are shown in Fig. 3. The values
of the geometrical parameters used in this design are chosen to be p = 840 nm, v = 220 nm,
ts = 60 nm, and tt + tb = 140 nm, which results in a total thickness d of the metamaterial equal
to 220 nm.
The reflection coefficients r0± are found to be the same, which leads to the same reflectances
R± in Fig. 3(a) and identical impedances z± via (9) for the two circular polarizations as seen in
Fig. 3(b). This agrees well with the conclusion based on the reciprocity principle for rotationally
symmetric metamaterials under normal incidence conditions [21]. The difference in the trans-
mission coefficients t2± leads to the different results for n± shown in Fig. 3(c). It is observed
that a NIM band exists in the 0.978–1.11 μm wavelength range for the RCP component only. In
sharp contrast, n− steeply increases for the LCP component while n+ decreases toward negative
values as the wavelength is decreased. At the wavelength of the strongest negative index behav-
ior, λ = 1.015 μm, the effective BI material parameters are found to be n + = −1.78 + i1.80,
z+ = 0.023− i0.43, κ = −2.10− i0.07, and χ = 0. It can be observed that the wavelength of
strongest chirality (i.e., maximum |κ |) is found to be λ = 0.975 μm, which is different from
that of the strongest negative index band. The value of chirality κ is plotted with respect to the
wavelength in Fig. 3(d). It is also found that the value of χ (not shown) is equal to zero.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The spectra and material parameters of the chiral optical metamate-
rial: (a) R± and T± (reflectance and transmittance), (b) z±, (c) n±, (d) κ , (e) ε±, and (f)
μ±.
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The metamaterial behaves as a NIM only for the RCP wavefield over the wavelength range
0.978–1.11 μm. Since the real part of n according to (11) never reaches negative values, it is
concluded that the structural chirality built into the metamaterial design plays a critical role in
realizing a negative index band for the RCP wavefield.
The effective permittivity ε± and the effective permeability μ± are plotted with respect to
wavelength for the two circularly polarized wavefields in Figs. 3(e)–(f). Aside from several
resonances observed within the band, one can note that both ε± are negative and overall de-
creasing functions of wavelength. In the range λ ≥ 1.1 μm (also beyond 1.2 μm), the values
of ε± are practically the same and are monotonically decreasing with respect to increasing
wavelength. This frequency-scaled Drude-type response is characteristic of continuous metal
mesh structures typically found in non-chiral optical NIM designs such as the one reported in
[4]. Figure 3(e) indicates that the design relies on a silver mesh that is connected across cell
boundaries to produce the desired negative permittivities. To verify the role of the continuous
silver mesh in this chiral metamaterial design, a numerical experiment was performed where
the metallic mesh was broken and a narrow air gap was inserted between each of the quadrants
comprising a unit cell (see the dashed contours shown in Fig. 2(c) indicating where the air
gaps were placed). As expected, with the silver layers disconnected, the Drude-type behavior
responsible for the negative values of ε± disappeared.
Figure 3(f) clearly shows the polarization-sensitive magnetic resonance of the chiral metama-
terial. The most important distinction occurs around λ = 1.0 μm, where μ + sharply decreases
and μ− increases from unity as the wavelength is decreased. These polarization-sensitive res-
onances combined with the negative permittivities associated with the continuous silver layers
are responsible for the negative index for the RCP wavefield and the positive index for the LCP
wavefield, leading to the large chirality parameter shown in Fig. 3(d).
5. Conclusion
A material parameter extraction procedure for general BI metamaterials has been presented.
The retrieved material parameters correspond to those of the homogeneous BI material slab of
the same thickness that produces the same transmission and reflection properties. A doubly-
periodic chiral NIM design in the near-IR spectrum has also been presented along with the
extracted material parameters. The design is realized by arranging the conventional metal-
dielectric-metal resonators in a helical (i.e., stair-step) fashion within a quadrant of the unit
cell and enforcing the rotational symmetry on the unit cell geometry. A rigorous full-wave nu-
merical analysis shows that the near-IR chiral metamaterial exhibits a negative index band for
the RCP component.
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